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HIGHLIGHTS / TAKEAWAYS:

Goal setting is an integral part of any organization’s pursuit of performance, growth, and results. However, the 
way goals are set in the different departments inevitably results in conflicting agendas, competition for resources, 
sandbagging and more.

It is not uncommon to hear people say things like “Competition between departments is natural”, “Conflicts between 
departments will always exist” and “Nothing can be done”. If this is so, then our efforts to strengthen culture, 
promote collaboration will always be met with resistance.

Does this have to be so? Imagine the different organs in a human body trying to function without any understanding 
of their impact on the other organs and the larger ecosystem.

Conventional strategies to ensure goal setting supports culture and collaboration efforts include shared KPIs, joint 
project teams, shared rewards, to name a few. However, there is little evidence that these strategies consistently 
and always work.

In this talk, we will explore the pitfalls of conventional goal setting and propose a refreshing and inclusive way of 
setting goals that leads to better performance and results while strengthening culture.

How goal setting undermines our efforts to promote 
collaboration and culture?
The Self-Deception Gap
What is the key to effective goal setting? Explore a little 
addressed but critical factor.
What does an inclusive goal look like?
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ABOUT ARBINGER

Senthiyl S S G, MBA, Director (Consulting) for Arbinger Singapore/Malaysia, leads 
his team in delivering Arbinger’s technologies, intellectual properties and programs 
with the concerted objective of leading and supporting organisations, families and 
voluntary organisations in their transformation efforts. Since Feb 2004, Senthiyl has 
worked with several MNCs, and participants of diverse backgrounds across multiple 
industries including health care, oil and gas, education, banking & finance, military, 
NGOs/NPOs and governmental agencies in 18 countries. 

Senthiyl had earned a training award from the Singapore Armed Forces, graduating 
with a Bachelor in Business Administration from the National University of Singapore 
in 1989. He served as an Artillery officer before pursuing his passion in the area of 
change management in 1996. He completed his Masters in Business Administration 
from Maastricht School of Management in 2001. He held the rank of MAJ (NS). 

Senthiyl SSG | Managing Director and Lead Facilitator
for Arbinger South East Asia

Senthiyl today is a highly respected and sought-after Arbinger consultant, whose work has impacted many individuals 
and organisations across the region. He finds his “true calling and joy” in working with private and public sector 
organisations, as well as individuals, to implement the principles and ideas of Arbinger across South East Asia. 

Some of the client organizations he has supported include: Shell, F5 Networks, Microsoft, T-Systems, Plus Malaysia 
Bhd, Mediacorp (Singapore), Tenaga Nasional Berhad (Malaysia), Sunway Berhad (Malaysia), Singhealth (Singapore), 
Nhgp (Singapore), Amman Mineral (Indonesia), Sampoerna Kayoe (Indonesia), MPTC (Philippines), Red Ribbon 
Bake Shop (Philippines), Singapore Armed Forces, Ministry Of Education (Singapore), Petronas (Malaysia), Bursa 
Malaysia, Proton (Malaysia), See Hoy Chan (Malaysia), Wingtai Holdings Asia, Opulent Group (Singapore), Institute 
Of Mental Health (Singapore), Reliance Foundation (India), UEM Sunrise (Malaysia), Singapore Refining Company 
among others.

Email: hello@rockbirdmedia.com
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Arbinger enables organizations and individuals to resolve their deepest and most difficult people problems—problems 
that have persisted despite all efforts to resolve them.

Combining the results of four decades of groundbreaking scholarly work on the phenomenon known as self-
deception, Arbinger has built a simple yet profoundly effective framework for improving the influence of every leader 
and individual, whether at home or in the work place.

Arbinger’s work is being used with resounding success in the areas of Leadership Development, Change Management, 
Conflict Transformation and Creating High Performing Teams that propel organizations to higher plateaus of business 
excellence.

Our clients range from individuals seeking help in their lives to many of the largest companies and governmental 
institutions in the world. To support these groups, we offer public courses, consulting and coaching services, and 
tailored organizational interventions (including train-the-trainer options).

Headquartered in the United States, Arbinger has its operations located all over the world. Arbinger’s offices in 
Singapore and Malaysia support clients and organizations in South East Asia.


